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ABSTRACT

Red blood cells (RBCs) form the bulk of the blood volume for delivering oxygen and nutrients to various
cells in the body. Several studies have focused on the RBCs to understand its metabolic activities in
normal and abnormal conditions. However, an integrated view of the red blood cell, as a system of
molecular fluctuations, is still lacking. The RBC metabolic wiring comprises four key pathways, i.e.
Glycolysis, Pentose Phosphate, Purine salvage pathway and Glutathione pathway. Here we present an
integrated metabolic pathway model of the human red blood cell by including first three pathways due
to their significant presence and interaction. Furthermore, the stochastic model of RBCs metabolic
pathways has been extended to include explaining abnormal conditions in the form of Pyruvate Kinase
and Aldolase A deficiencies. By studying metabolite changes in-silico, four biomarkers were found to
represent two genetic mutations, i.e., 2-phosphoglycerate & phosphoenol pyruvate changes for
Pyruvate kinase deficiency and fructose-1-6-bisphosphate & xylulose-5-phosphate for Aldolase A
deficiency. The virtual RBC model has the potential for more clinical applications and can be scaled up
to include additional regulatory and metabolic content.
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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

Living systems are complex. The massively parallel
and
interactive
nature
of
biomolecular
components makes it infeasible to understand the
systemic behavior only from individual parts
(Nicholson et al., 1999). The systems biology
approach, proposed seven decades ago (Sholl,
1949), and implemented significantly from the
mid-1990s, fills in the gap between an individual
component property and the higher-level
phenotype. By wiring individual biomolecules and
tracking their group behavior, one hopes to
understand higher order outcomes of individual
molecular decisions (Ideker et al., 2001).

Model description
To stabilize the species population (Table 1)
program was run many times to attain a consistent
value. The virtual RBC model consisted of twentyfour reactions and nineteen species (Table 2) and
was initially run for 110nano seconds(ns), followed
by a 1000ns run to observe long-term changes if
any. The volume of the whole model was taken as
one ns. The Km, the Michaeli’s constant Km
(Orunesu and Fieschi, 1955) was taken as the
substrate species population at half the maximum
velocity for each of the twenty-four reactions for
all the reversible and irreversible reactions in the
model. In the mutation version of the model, the
alteration was made only in the Km values for the
reactions where a specific enzyme, changing, was
involved. For example, in the pyruvate kinase
deficiency, the enzyme pyruvate kinase was
involved
in
changing
the
substrate
phosphoenolpyruvate to pyruvate. Thus, a change
was made in the Km value of the enzyme pyruvate
kinase in the mutation model. Likewise, for the
mutation Aldolase A the enzyme Aldolase A is
responsible for conversation of substrate fructose1, 6-bisphosphate to GLAP and DHAP. So a
change was made in the Km value of the Aldolase
A enzyme in the mutation model. All the other
parameters, i.e., the time, the species population
and the Km values of other reactions apart from the
two above mentioned reaction where kept same in
both the wild-type and mutation type model. Both
the mutations were made to run for two (100ns
and 300ns) different times steps. To check if there
any change existed in the mutation model run for
a higher period.

The virtual cell development is an approach to stitch
molecular interactions into whole cell conversations
with a hope to understand phenotypic decisions, i.e.,
to understand the whole, one needs to study
the whole. Several attempts have been made in the
past to model RBCS towards on specific phenotypic
outcomes e.g., glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
deficiency

(Nakayama

et

al.,

2005),

hypoxic

conditions (Yachie-Kinoshita et al., 2010), oxygen
transport from RBC to mitochondria (Beyer et al.,
2002), lateral platelet motion (Crowl and Fogelson,
2010).
In this study, systems biology approach was
applied to the red blood cell metabolic pathways
to study cellular decisions using the stochastic
method. The stochastic approach was used instead
of a rule-based (qualitative method) or Ordinary
Differential Equation-based (quantitative) method,
to account for metabolite fluctuations prevalent in
the cellular environment by default. In addition to
developing a wild-type virtual RBC, autosomal
recessive metabolic disorder Aldolase A deficiency
and a metabolic disorder Erythrocyte Pyruvate
Kinase deficiency was simulated.
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Table 1. Species involved in the whole model and their
Initial species population.
Species

e2

Species population

Glucose

9000

Glucose-6-phosphate

6500
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Fructose-6-phosphate

8000

Fructose-1-6-Bisphosphate

6500

GLAP

7000

DHAP

100000

1,3bisphosphoglycerate

4000

3-phosphoglycerate

5500

2-phosphoglycerate

5000

Phosphoenol Pyruvate

4000

Pyruvate

800

6-phosphoglucanolactone

8000

6-phosphogluconate

4000

Ribulose-5-phosphate

6000

Ribose-5-phosphate

5500

Xylulose-5-phosphate

4000

Sedoheptulose-7-phosphate

7500

Erythrose-4-phosphate

4000

PRPP

3500

check its effect on the mutated models. In the
gene knockout model, the km value was brought
down to zero for reactions that had potential
biomarkers as reactants or products. All the four
pathways: glycolysis pathway, the pentose
phosphate pathway, the nucleotide salvage
pathway and the glutathione pathway were
simulated first individually and then in a group, to
compare the difference between the individual
pathways and integrated pathways. In the whole
cell model, the glutathione pathway was omitted
as that this pathway was not found linked with the
other three pathways, based on scientific literature
(Nakayama et al., 2005). The stochastic model was
built on the random number generated (Ghosh,
2011). For accurate and replicable model, the
program was run five times in each wild-type and
mutation type for both nanoseconds, i.e., 110 and
300. The average of those readings was taken and
plotted the final graph using grace. The kinetic
values were taken from BRENDA (BRaunschweig
ENzyme DAtabase) database that has emerged as
scientific community standard over time (Pharkya
et al., 2003) The Km value for each enzyme was
taken from this resource and used in this
programming to build the desired model.

In gene knockdown model, the Km values of the
reaction that involved species as its reactant or
product was made to decrease by 100 times to

Table 2. Species involved in each reaction in the whole model and their rate constant (Km).
Species Reactions

Rate constants (Km)
Without mutation

With mutations
(PK, ALDO-A)

Glucose-6-phosphate  Fructose-6-phosphate

0.1

0.1

Fructose-6-phosphate  Fructose-1-6-bisphospahte

0.1

0.1

Fructose-1-6-bisphospahte  GLAP+DHAP

0.1

-0.7(ALDO-A)

GLAP  1,3 Bisphosphoglycerate

1.0

1.0

1,3 Bisphosphoglycerate  3-Phosphoglycerate

1.0

1.0

3-Phosphoglycerate  2-Phosphoglycerate

1.0

1.0

2-Phosphoglycerate  Phosphoenol Pyruvate

0.8

0.8

Phosphoenol Pyruvate  Pyruvate

0.2

-0.3(PK)

Phosphoenol Pyruvate  2-Phosphoglycerate

0.3

0.3

2-Phosphoglycerate  3-Phosphoglycerate

0.9

0.9
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3-Phosphoglycerate  1,3 Bisphosphoglycerate

0.2

0.2

1,3 Bisphosphoglycerate  GLAP

0.3

0.3

Fructose-1-6-bisphospahte  Fructose-6-phosphate

0.2

0.2

Fructose-6-phosphate  Glucose-6-phosphate

0.3

0.3

Glucose-6-phosphate  6-Phosphogluconolactone

0.8

0.8

6-Phosphogluconolactone  6-Phosphogluconate

0.9

0.9

6-Phosphogluconate  Ribulose-5-phosphate

0.1

0.1

Ribulose-5-phosphate  Ribose-5-phosphate+Xylulose-5phosphate

0.2

0.2

Ribose-5-phosphate+Xylulose-5-phosphate  Sedoheptulose7-phosphate+GLAP

0.1

0.1

Sedoheptulose-7-phosphate+GLAP  Xylulose-5-phosphate+
Erythrose-4-phosphate

0.4

0.4

Xylulose-5-phosphate+ Erythrose-4-phosphate  Fructose-6phosphate+GLAP

0.1

0.1

Ribose-5-phosphate  PRPP

0.2

0.2

Computational Method

𝑎

The Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algorithm was

Here, ℎ

used to simulate reactions (Ramaswamy and

combinations possible for given set of reactants in

Sbalzarini, 2011). To arrest stochastic fluctuations, C

a particular reaction equation and 𝑐 is the

language programming was used to generate a

concentration (in our case the species population)

script for the RBC model and introduce pyruvate

of reactants involved in that particular reaction.

kinase deficiency and the Aldolase A deficiency

is the number of distinct molecular

The sum of all these probabilities was calculated as

mutations. To run and track the mode, constraints

given below, where M is the total number of

applied to develop the stochastic model using the

reactions involved in the given model.

Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algorithm were:

𝑎 = ∑

A) A total number of species and reactions in the
system. The upper time limit was taken as

𝑎 (Gillespie, 1977)

C) The uniform random numbers (URN) i.e. 𝑟

1000000000 seconds. The reaction constants

and 𝑟 was generated and used for building

were defined for all reactions in terms of 𝑐

the stochastic model. The stochastic model

which include 𝑐 , 𝑐 , 𝑐 till the total number of

was developed based on the random number

reactions involved in a model and also initial

generated. Each random number determined

moan lecular population of all species as

the time of next reaction.

𝑋 , 𝑋 , 𝑋 and so on.

D) Tau (τ) and µ were calculated to determine the

B) To calculate the probability that a particular

next time at which reaction will occur and the

reaction in next time step, 𝑎 was calculated as
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The DHAP (Dihydroxyacetone phosphate) is the
product of the reaction Fructose-1-6-bisphosphate
in the glycolysis pathway. It was used as a
substrate in the reaction with GLAP to form
Fructose-6-phosphate in pentose phosphate
pathway. Its species population change was
observed from an initial 10000 molecules to 87929
molecules
(Fig
1B).
The
species
1-3biphosphoglycerate was produced as a product
and reactant in step 8th and 9th of glycolysis
pathway, respectively. The pyruvate is the endproduct of glycolysis. Therefore, as expected the
species population increased with time i.e., the
initial species population of 800 molecules reached
up to 18212 molecules. The xylulose-5-phosphate
quickly decreased to 1 molecule from 4000
molecules within 0.03ns but its species population
reached to 9242 molecules at the end of the
simulation. This oscillation in its species population
occurred because xylulose-5-phosphate was a
product of protein ribulose-5-phosphate and was
used as a substrate for the three proteins
sedoheptulose-7-phosphate, GLAP, fructose-6phosphate. Generally, when a species was used as
a substrate, its end species population should
reduce. But here the end species population
increased for this species, this was because it’s a
stochastic model in which reaction was happening
at what time it was generated randomly. Hence
this change was seen. The species ribose-5phosphate started with an initial species
population of 5500 molecules and reached up to
23301
molecules.
The
species
PRPP
(Phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate) was the last
species of the model starting with 3500 molecules
and reached up to 486271 molecules. A model
was made to ensure that the code which was
developed was correct and to do that km value
was reduced to a 1000 time. All the species had
almost same species populations, they remained in
their initial species population mostly. (Fig S2)

next reaction to take place respectively. These
two variables were calculated as:
.𝜏 =

ln

µ = ∑

𝑎 <𝑟𝑎 ≤ ∑

𝑎 (Gillespie, 1977)

RESULTS
Simulation of RBC virtual cell model
The model describes metabolites, enzymes and
reactions used in the virtual RBC model (Fig1A).
The stochastic RBC model wasthe simulated for
1000ns (Fig S1) to confirm no change in the model
after 110ns simulations. From this simulation, we
found all the species reached steady state by
100ns. The simulation was run for five times and
average values were considered for the further
analysis.
In RBC model, the species glucose showed a sharp
decrease in its species population from 9000
molecules to 17 molecules (Fig 1B). Glucose-6phosphate is the 1st and 2nd species of the
glycolysis

and

pentose

phosphate

pathway,

respectively; hence it had a steep increase in its
species population and reached a steady state.
Fructose-6-phosphate

had

an

initial

species

population of 8000 molecules and increased to
10161 molecules majorly because it was involved in
glycolysis process and the product of pentose
phosphate

pathway.

Another

(Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate),

species
initial

GLAP
species

population of 7000 molecules reached quickly to 0
molecules in 1ns, but till 110ns it fluctuated from 0
to 1. The reason for this fluctuation was its usage
as reactant and product in the RBC model.
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Figure 1. The diagrammatic representation and simulation of virtual Red Blood Cell model. (A) This figure
represents all the reactions from all the pathways that have been incorporated in the stochastic model. (B)
The components of RBC which has been generated for the time 110ns is depicted.
The individual pathway simulation of RBC model

species population of 800 molecules. DHAP was not

The glycolysis pathway consists of 13 reactions and 11

involved further with any other reaction in the whole

species (Fig S3 A). Glucose started from its initial

process hence its species population increased with

species population of 9000 molecules and reached to

time and reached up to 121297 molecules from an

a species population of 1 molecule. The pyruvate was

initial species population of 100000 molecules. GLAP

the last product of this process which increased to a

changed species population from 7000 molecules to

species population of 46760 molecules from an initial

107 molecules over time.

Table 3. Species involved in pyruvate kinase deficiency.
Name of species

Initial species
population of species

final species population of
species in wild-type model

final species population of
species in mutation type model

3-Phosphoglycerate

5500

1

1

2-Phosphoglycerate

5000

14

12505

Phosphoenolpyruvate

4000

2

5003

Pyruvate

800

18212

800
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The substrate 2-phosphoglycerate which had an initial species population of 5000 molecules in both wild
and mutation type model, reached to a species population of 14 molecules in wild-type model and 12505
molecules in the mutant model, indicated nearly 893 times increase in the mutant model. The substrate
phosphoenolpyruvate with a primary species population of 4000 molecules got reduced to 2 molecules in
wild-type model and reached to a species population of 5003 molecules in the mutant model, indicated
2501 time rise in the species population of this species. Based on this finding, it’s proposed these two
species were a biomarker for this mutation. The (Fig S4 A) models pyruvate kinase deficiency for a total
species population of pyruvate remained at 800 molecules till the end.

Figure 2. Pyruvate Kinase deficiency and aldolase deficiency model. (A) The mutant model showed a
significant change in the pyruvate compares to wild-type model. (B) In aldolase model, significant change in
the GLAP and DHAP is seen compare to wild-type model.
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Simulation of Aldolase A deficiency

type and changed to 1842, 1, 87850, 1 molecules in
mutation

The average of five simulations was used for

GLAP,

molecules in mutant model and the substrate

fructose-1-6-

DHAP

and

species

decreased in its species population by 1217

mutation type model for Aldolase A deficiency, the
bisphosphate,

initial

mutant type (Table 4). Fructose-1-6-bisphosphate

GLAP and DHAP as a product. In wild and
of

an

Species

9242 molecules in wild type and 10114 molecules in

fructose-1-6-bisphosphate which gives rise to

population

had

respectively.

population of 4000 molecules and changed to

Aldolase A was used to catalyze the reaction of

species

model,

xylulose-5-phosphate,

Aldolase A deficiency (Fig 2B). The enzyme

initial

type

xylulose-5-phosphate, was found to increase by

1-3-

872 molecules. The average of five simulations

biphosphoglycerate were 6500, 7000, 100000,

Aldolase A deficiency (Fig S4 B) run for 300ns, was

4000 molecules which changed to a species

non-significant difference.

population of 3059, 1, 87929, 1 molecules in wild-

Table 4. Species involved in Aldolase A deficiency.
Name of species

Initial species
population of species

final species population of
species in wild-type model

final species population of
species in mutation type model

6500

3059

1842

Fructose-1-6bisphosphate
GLAP

7000

1

1

DHAP

100000

87929

87850

1-3 biphosphoglycerate

4000

1

1

Xylulose-5-phosphate

4000

9242

10114

Ribose-5-phosphate

5500

23301

25482

Sedoheptulose-7phosphate

7500

1

1

Erythrose-4-phosphate

4000

1

1

phosphoenolpyruvate (Fig 3B) and its end species

Gene knockout and knockdown for pyruvate
kinase deficiency biomarker

population was 2275 whereas the end species
population of this species remained 47 molecules

Gene knockout: This was done for both biomarkers
2-phosphoglycerate

and

in wild-type model. There was a rise in the species

phosphoenolpyruvate

population of phosphoenolpyruvate by 48 times in

(Fig 3A). The species 2-phosphoglycerate, initial

knockout model compared to the wild-type

species population was 5500 molecules in both

model. Rest of the species also raised in their

(knockout and PK deficiency) model and reached

population as associated to the wild type.

to 12451 and 0 molecules in knockout and PK
deficiency, respectively. All the other species

Gene knockdown: The initial species population of

present in the gene knockout model saw a rise in

biomarker 2-phosphoglycerate was same in both

their species population as compared to wild-type.

the wild-type and knockdown model which is 5500

A gene knockout for another biomarker that is
www.companyofscientists.com/index.php/rr
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molecules (Fig 3C). At the end of the simulation,

48 for phosphoenolpyruvate respectively. There

the species population of 2-phosphoglycerate got

was 264 times increase in species population of

to 168 molecules in wild-type and 6348 molecules

phosphoenolpyruvate and 3.3 times rise in the

in the knockdown model. Therefore, in the

species population of 2-phosphoglycerate. When

knockdown model, there was 38 times rise in the

the gene was made to knockdown the reactions

species population of species. Because this

proceeded slowly and usage of the substrate was

reaction proceeded very slowly due to which

less due to which the last product of all species

species was not being used much. While other

was higher in knockdown models compared to the

reactions saw a rise in their species population as

wild-type model. Change in species population of

compared to the wild-type model. Both the

molecules for the biomarker phosphoenolpyruvate

biomarkers

2-

was plotted (Fig 3E). The initial species population

phosphoglycerate were plotted simultaneously (Fig

of the species was 4000 molecules in both the

3D). In this, 2-phosphoglycerate changed to 629

knockdown and wild-type model. It extended to a

molecules from initial species population of 5500

species population of 47 molecules in wild-type

molecules

phosphoenolpyruvate

and 3246 molecules in the knockdown model. This

changed to 12712 molecules from initial species

observation leads to the statement that there were

population of 4000 molecules. While in this wild-

69 times rise in its species population in the

type model the species population of these two-

knockdown model when compared to wild-type

species reached 162 for 2-phosphoglycerate and

model.

phosphoenolpyruvate

and

species

www.companyofscientists.com/index.php/rr
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Figure 3. Gene knockout and knockdown models for biomarkers for pyruvate kinase. (A) Gene knockout
model for biomarker 2-Phosphoglycerate. (B) Gene knockout model for biomarker phosphoenolpyruvate.
The focus is on the change in species population of 2-phosphoglycerate and phosphoenolpyruvate which are
the biomarker for pyruvate kinase deficiency. Gene knockdown models (C) Gene knockdown for biomarker
2-Phosphoglycerate (D) Gene knockdown for biomarkers 2-Phosphoglycerate and phosphoenolpyruvate (E)
Gene knockdown for biomarker phosphoenolpyruvate. All the models show the reaction rate is reduced to
100, times to show the effect.
change in its actual species population of 6500

Gene knockout and knock down for Aldolase A
deficiency biomarkers

molecules. Because the reaction did not proceed
due to knocked out. The species population of

The species population of xylulose-5-phosphate

xylulose-5-phosphate reached zero here at the

was 4000 molecules in both the model (Fig 4A). In

end of simulation in the knockout model, whereas

the knockout, it reached to an end species

its species population reached to 9639 molecules

population of 2827 molecules and 9608 molecules

in wild-type model. This change was because of

in another. When the model was run, it slowly

the stochastic model developed. In a stochastic

forecasted to high species population of the

model, the occurrence of all reactions was

species. Real species population of fructose-1-6-

randomly generated, and that was the reason for

bisphosphate was 6500 molecules for both the

the increase in their species population.

models respectively (Fig 4B). In wild-type model, it
varied to a species population of 2018 molecules,

Gene knockdown: The knockdown effect on the

but in the knockout model, the species population

biomarker xylulose-5-phosphate (Fig 4D). The

of the species did not show any change it

opening species population of the species was

remained same. This was because the reaction did

4000

not proceed at all when it has been knocked out.
So, its initial species population became its final

in

both

models.

Species

and 9636 molecules in knockout and wild-type

species population. The other reactions in the

model respectively. There was five times increase

model proceeded very slowly. Gene knockout for

in species population of the xylulose-5-phosphate

both the biomarkers (Fig 4C) simulations showed

in the knockdown model. In the knockdown

that fructose-1-6-bisphosphate did not show any

www.companyofscientists.com/index.php/rr
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product higher compared to the wild-type model.

which showed 3.28 time rise in the species

Gene

population

knockdown

model

of

the

biomarker

of

this

species.

Next

biomarker

fructose-1-6-bisphosphate (Fig 4E). The initial

xylulose-5-phosphate had a beginning species

species population of the species were 6500

population of 400 molecules in both the wild-type

molecules which were same as that of the wild-

and knockdown model and changed to a species

type model. But at the end in knockdown reached

population of 60061 molecules in knockdown

to 7465 molecules where as in wild-type model it

model and 9629 molecules in wild type model. It

reached to a value of 2025 molecules. This was

showed 6.2 times increase in its species population

because in knockdown model the reaction

in the knockdown model. This difference was seen

proceeded very slowly due to which there was 3.6

because

times rise in the species population of fructose-1-

knockdown the further reactions proceeded very

6-bisphosphate in knockdown model. Effect of

slowly due to which the species was not used

both the biomarker simultaneously (Fig 4F). The

much but as it was connected to other species in

elementary species population of fructose-1-6-

the model, when the other reactions were

bisphosphate was 6500 molecules in both models

proceeding this species was getting accumulated

and it reached to a species population of 6648 in

but was not much used.

when

the

reaction

was

made

to

knockdown model and 2023 in wild-type model

www.companyofscientists.com/index.php/rr
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Figure 4. Gene knockout and knockdown models for biomarker for Aldolase A deficiency. (A) Gene
knockout model for biomarker Xylulose-5-phosphate (B) Gene knockout model for biomarker Fructose-1-6bisphosphate (C) Gene knockout model for both the biomarker Xylulose-5-phosphate and Fructose-1-6bisphosphate. Gene knockdown models (D) Gene knockdown for biomarker Xylulose-5-phosphate and
Fructose-1-6-bisphosphate (E) Gene knockdown for biomarker Fructose-1-6-Bisphosphate (F) Gene
knockdown for biomarker Xylulose-5-phosphate. Reaction rate is reduced to 100 times in the knockdown
model for all the biomarkers.
diseased model of RBC. There are currently a lot of

DISCUSSION

important mathematical growths in this area

There have been many computational models in
blood

disorders

which

has

been

because there is no single active hybrid way which

reported

has yet emerged yet which can be used willingly

previously. Earlier these models were generated

by the biomedical modelers without the deep

for two dimensional arterial divergences with

information of the underlying mathematics.

blood preserved as the homogeneous fluid.
Recent growth in science has given way for the

Although it’s supposed, that in the following few

three dimension RBC flow simulations model which

years both the mathematical and computational

has been bioengineered in labs around the world

issues will be determined, software will be

(Karniadakis, 2016). Partial differential equation

accessible that can be used efficiently in multi-

models were mostly used for the continuum

scale models which is very tedious currently

hypothesis which stated the fact about the

specifically for the non-mathematical people.

possible sizes of infinite sets (Karniadakis, 2016).

The main aim of our work was to generate a

These partial differential equations defined the

stochastic model of RBC the Gillespie algorithm

complex reaction dynamics. But the atomic level

was an established method of simulating the time

descriptions were more importantly required

evolution of a well-stirred chemical reaction

because that opened the discrete nature of the

system

RBC which had to be considered to see the

www.companyofscientists.com/index.php/rr

by

taking

proper

account

of

the

haphazardness in such a system. Stochastic
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variations

type model and mutation model. A high difference

ignored in the deterministic model. Stochastic

in the species population of 2-phosphoglycerate

approach regarded the time evolution as a kind of

and phosphoenolpyruvate in pyruvate kinase

random process which was governed by a single

deficiency mutation was observed. Hence it’s

differential equation. It was relatively simple digital

proposed that these two species have a role to

computer algorithm which used a thoroughly

become a potential biomarker that can be tested

derived Monte Carlo procedure to simulate the

for wet lab validations. Next comparison of the

time development of the given chemical system

species population of different species in wild type

numerically. The model was further simulated for

model and mutation model for Aldolase A

incorporation of two mutations and to run the

deficiency was done, where we observed a

mutation model for two different times 110ns and

difference in the species populations of species

300ns to see if there was any change in the

fructose-1-6-bisphosphate

mutation models for a longer time. The RBC

phosphate. Hence it’s proposed that these two

stochastic model was successfully developed and

species have a role to become a potential

four main important pathways the glycolysis

biomarker that can be tested for wet lab

pathway, the pentose phosphate pathway, the

validations.

purine salvage pathway and the glutathione

knockdown studies of the biomarkers for these

pathway was studied incorporating both the

diseases and results were incorporated. In gene

mutations. Next there was an attempt to find out a

knockdown model, it’s concluded that all the

potential biomarker for the diseases that had been

species end species population was higher

taken as the mutations and they were pyruvate

compared to the wild-type model as their actions

kinase deficiency and Aldolase A deficiency.

proceeded slowly in knockdown model. In gene

Biomarkers were basically defined as an obviously

knockout model, it’s concluded that all the species

occurring molecules or genes or typical by which a

end species population remained the same or

particular pathological or biological process,

went through very minute changes compared to

disease, etc. can be recognized. The novel

the wild-type model. The main application of this

biomarkers were defined based on the change in

model was to see how and why the mutation

species population of different species which were

model was differing from the wild-type model and

present in wild-type model and the mutation type

to get a quantity based analysis for it. And finding

model. The whole model of RBC was generated

out the two novel biomarkers gave an ultimate

and the species population variations of species

edge to cure the disease hemolytic anemia. Hence

with respect to time of 110ns were studied. The

by this development of the virtual cell of RBC, it’s

mutations pyruvate kinase deficiency and Aldolase

assured that there is further room for the

A deficiency were incorporated in the model and

development of many virtual organs in-silico.

simulation

accounted

for

inherent

were studied for two different times steps that is

gene

knockout

xylulose-5-

and

gene

Designing these will give us the platform to do

for 110ns and 300ns so as to compare the change

work according to our needs and wants. This

in mutation model conditions with respect to

approach

evolution of time. There had been a comparison in

in

doing

this

basic

mathematical

stochastic modeling was to give an attempt to find

the species population of different species in wild-
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